in the Five Books of Moses can be offset by some other comment within those same books.
The Vanishing American Jew, after discussing a wide array of subjects of general Jewish interest like antisemitism and Israel, ultimately focuses upon how many Jews have been "lost" and how best to encourage other Jews to retain aspects of their heritage. The narrative is filled with stories, jokes, and anecdotes which clearly illustrate the author's main points. Those who have some knowledge of the topics discussed and who are looking for significant new perspectives will be disappointed. Those who prefer a nice read that includes comments and observations that many of their friends may have also made, and who like to see their own thoughts reiterated by an "authority," will be pleased. If this is the kind of book you enjoy, then The Vanishing American Jew-easy to understand, easy to agree with, and not particularly taxing to the intellect-is the book for you.
Leonard What could be more compelling? The largest Jewish community in the world; mostly first-and second-generation Americans of Eastern European origins, avidly striving to make it in their new chosen land. Until 1929 their ambitions, adjustments, and sacrifices seemed to be gradually, though often grudgingly, fulfilled by acceptance and achievement. Then came the Great Depression. Jews in New York, the U.S., and Europe now confronted dashed dreams of success and mounting hostility accompanied by a growing sense of dread and beleaguerment. Beth S. Wenger competently chronicles many aspects of this predicament but conveys little of its drama and depth. Put another way, New York Jews and the Great Depression has the virtues and drawbacks of many studies in social history. Its assets are important but its detachment is regrettable. Let's begin with the plaudits: Industrious research; abundant information; skills in assembling institutional data; mastery of the standard categories of social history-charity organization, family structure, occupational distribution, and residential patterns.
Although praiseworthy in these respects, some problems emerge. The discussion of that former emblem of Jewish commercial pride, the Bank of the United States, speculates that antisemitism in New York fmancial circles might have been responsible for its collapse in 1930. The source for this suggestion is New York Times editorials.
